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Dean Gaffney presents inaugural address
by Lisa Meyer
Contributing Editor
On Thursday. March 26,
at 4:00 p.m., Dean Edward
McGlynn Gaffney, Jr. presented
his inaugural address to a large
crowd in the Tabor Auditorium in
Wesemann Hall. The School of
Law requires all of its full professors to present such a lecture on
an area of their choice within one
year after attaining the rank of
full professor.
Dean Gaffney spoke for
over 90 minutes on "Religious
Conformity
and Political
Correctness -The Origins of the
Fir t Amendment in Tudor and
Stuart England," a lecture developed as a result of a course he
offered last summer while in
Cambridge , England on the
Summer Study Abroad program.
Dean Gaffney challenges
the view that the religious liberty
provision of the First Amendment
is a constitutional redundancy,
and that the government should

not protect anything that is not
otherwise secured under the Free
Speech Clause. Dean Gaffney
advocates a unitary theory of the
First Amendment, which suggests
that religious liberty and political
freedom are conjoined in the
American constitutional tradition.
By analyzing the ways in which
the Tudor and Stuart monarchs
tried to impose religious conformity as a way of demanding political allegiance to the Crown ,
Dean Gaffney suggests that by
looking to history, we invite fresh
truths and new discovery.
The dean discussed the
role that James Madison played in
securing the Religious Freedom
Clause in the First Amendment.
Indeed, Madison secured his seat
in the First Congress over James
Monroe by promising Virginia
Baptists that he would push for a
Bill of Rights with a Religious
Freedom Clause.
Dean Gaffney also proposes that the Supreme Court
made a profound mistake in 1990

in the Smith v. Employment
Division case when it asserted
that religious freedom is a constitutional redundancy. In fact,
Dean Gaffney has been an active
proponent of legislation now
before Congress, namely the
Religious Freedom Restoration
Act, which would reinstate much
of the power of the First
Amendment which was nullified
by the Smith decision.
Finally, Dean Gaffney
addressed the issue of political
correctness and V.U. , giving
many examples of both "liberal"
and "conservative" positions
advocated by faculty, students
and guest lecturers. Most recently, the dean noted, was the cite of
the Law Review's symposium
issue by the Wall Street Journal,
hardly a bastion of "liberal"
thought.
Dean Gaffney has
offered to make copies available
to those who are interested in
reading the entire address.

Peshel named President of NALP
By Alex Mo kovic
Edt tor
Gail Pcshel, Director of Career
S rvice , was slated to serve as
President-Elect and ultimately,
Pre idcnt, of the National
A sociation for Law Placement
(NALP).
According to the Nominating

Committee of NALP, out of 172
law schools, NALP chose Peshel
because of the "wealth of talent,
knowledge and judgment" that
she has brought to the organization.
The position is divided into a
two-year term. During the first
year, Peshel will serve directly
beneath the President as

areer Services Director, and NALP Presidentlect, Gail Peshel

President-Elect. In June of 1993,
Peshel will assume the position of
President. Part of Peshel's
re ponsibilitie w· I be to setve as
a representative to various committees within the American Bar
Association (ABA) and the
American Association of Law
Schools (AALS).
"This will provide visibility to
VU School of Law since anytime
my name appears, Valpo's name
will appear with it," commented
Peshel. In addition to the 172
ABA accredited law schools,
approximately 800 to 1000 law
firms belong to NALP. These
law firms receive a variety o
NALP publications, most of
which include a letterhead with
the names of the N ALP board and
the schools that the officers represent.
The confmnation of Peshel's
nomination will be held on June
24, 1992, at the NALP National
Conference in Boston.

Professor Rosenblum to give lecture at VUSL
By Jim Kraayeveld
Forum Contributor
Victor G. Rosenblum,
athanie1 Nathanson Profes r of
Law at orthwe tern University
School f Law will deliver a lectur t th law h 1 c mmunity
n Thur day, April 2 1992 at
4:00p.m. Ro enblum received
hi bachelor· and law degrees
from Columbia University, a
Ph.D. from the University of
California-Ber eley, a D.H.L.
from Hebrew Uni n College, and
a D.L. from Sienna Heights
College.
He wa twice a
Ful right Prof or at the

Univer ity of Louvain in
Belgium.
Rosenblum was president and
immediate past pre ident of the
American A sociation of Law
Schools and is currently on the
Board of Vi itors at Valparaiso
Univer ity School of Law. He
has authored numerous books and
articles. Constitutional law.
administrative law, and legal
problems of education, are among
the areas in which Rosenblum has
gained much respect for his
expertise.
In addition to his distingui hed academic credentials, he
has erved as Senior Legal

Consultant for the Brookings
Institute, and was on the Board of
Directors for the Center for
Administrative Justice. He has
also been a consultant for the
Administrative Conference of the
United States for over t.wenty
years.
This distinguished scholar will
provide some insights to the law
school community concerning
cases dealing with contemporary
issues on life and death. Jus
Vitae is sponsoring this event;
Dean Gaffney will be introducing
Professor Rosenblum, his friend
and fellow academician.

Dean Edward McGlynn Gaffney

Indiana Court of Appeals
schedules visit to VUSL
By Christopher Lafuse
Fo m taff Writer
The Indiana Court of Appeals
is once again hearing oral arguments at the law school on April
9 at 10:30 and again at 1:30. The
Court 's visit is an excellent
opportunity because it allows the
students to see an actual oral
argument and ask questions of the
judges.
The Court's visit to the law
school is sponsored annually by
the International Legal Fraternity,
Phi Delta Phi. "We are proud to
have the privilege of sponsoring
the hearing of oral arguments at
the law school," commented 2L
Ross Roloff, a Phi Delta Phi
member. "The visit is a terrific
opportunity for the first years to
see competition and allows the
second and third year students a
chance to meet the judges," said
Roloff.
Baker is scheduled to be the
morning case. In Baker, a criminal defendant appealed his conviction, claiming a violation of
his right to a speedy trial and the
improper admission of a confession to a different crime. The
trial did not start within the seventy days of arrest because of a
conflicting civil trial. The prosecutor introduced evidence of several crimes not charged as part of
the statement of confession of the
crime charged.

The scheduled 1:30 case is

Schultz-Lewis Child & Family
Services v. Jane Doe. In this civiJ
case, the plaintiff's appeal a grant
of summary judgment based on a
statute of limitations defense.
The plaintiff's claim that they
were abused when they were in
the care_of the defendant's daycare facility. The claim was not
brought until twelve years after
the plaintiff's had reached the age
of majority. The plaintiff's claim
that the cause of action did not
accrue until they went through
counselling and realized that they
were victims of abuse.
Phi Delta Phi annually sponsors visits by the Indiana Court of
Appeals in the spring of each year
and the Indiana Supreme Court
each fall. The fraternity also
sponsors the Future Interest
Workshop, The Thanksgiving and
Easter Food Drives and the
Christmas Clothing and Toy
Drive. ''The court visits are just
another part of our commitment
to the law school community,"
said Roloff.
All arguments will be held in
the Stride Courtroom. A question
and answer session will follow
each argument, although the justices will not be able to answer
specific questions about the case
just argued. A reception will follow the 1:30 argument in the
Dusenburg Commons.
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Law Week activities scheduled
By Stacey Strentz
News Editor
Law Week this year runs April
1-4. Every year there are three
main activities and this year is no
different. The ftrst activity is on
Wed. April 1: The Luncheon. It
will be held at The Porter County
Expo Center. The doors open at
ll:OOarn and the menu is: Salad,
Rolls, Baked Potatoe, and
Chicken: The speaker will be
Judge Rucker. Tickets are $7.00
if purchased after Masrch 27.
On Thursday is the
Roast. This party is always a lot
of fun. It will also be at The
Porter County Expo Center and
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Swygert Competition in progress
Cudahy, Judge for the 7th Circuit
Court of Appeals, the Honorable
Allen Sharp, Chief Judge of the
Lisa Meyer
Northern District of Indiana and
the Honorable Sue Shield, Judge
. for the Indiana Court of Appeals.
Asst. News
The First Amendment
issue involves the constitutionaliEditor
ty of a begging ordinance, specifically whether begging is speech
The final round of the protected
by
the
First
1992 Swygert Competition was Amendment; Anne Glaser and
held this Monday, March 30, in Carl Brizzi argued this issue.
the Courtroom in Wesemann The Fourth Amendment issue
Hall. The four law students who addresses whether someone who
advanced to the finals are Anne has been charged with transmitGlaser and Jacqueline Gipson, ting bodily fluids to a police offiwho argued against Carl Brizzi cer may be subjected to involunand Ross Roloff. The judges tary AIDS testing; Jacqueline
who presided over the arguments Gipson and Ross Roloff argued
are the Honorable Richard this matter.

* ACADEMIC WORD PROCESSING *
* LASER PRINTED DOCUMENTS *
* RESUME PREPARATION *
* CORRESPONDENCE *
CALL 988-5566
Saturday and evening appointments available.

Intellectual Property ·
Law Association formed
By Robert Toczycki
Contributor

The Intellectual Property Law
As ociation (IPL A) is th e law
c hool' newest organi zat ion .
The a sociation is open to all tudents, faculty and staff. Most of
our members do not know very
much about intellectual property
law, but are interested in learning
more. The goal of the IPLA are
to learn more about intellec tual
property law, pas relevant informati n in the fi eld over to fu ture
tudent and c reate a li s t of
employer contacts in the intellectual property law area. The IPLA
puts out a bi- monthl y newsletter
addres ing c lub activiti es and
i n~ nnation on intellectual property law. If you're interested in
int Uec tual property law or our
rganization. you can look over
ur new I uer that have been
pi
d on re rve t the re erve
·k und #179 .

exciting areas of law. Every day
of our lives we constantly come.
into contact with thousands, even
millions of items that have either
been patented , c opyrighte d or
have a trademark. The newspaper you ' re currentl y reading is
copyrighted, the ink and printing
pre s have been patented , and
their respective companies have
obtained trademarks. Obviously,
this is just a small example of the
use of intellectual property law in
our society.
It has been '3rgued that there are
too many lawyers in the United
States. The United States graduat es more students fr om law
school every year than there are
lawyers in Japan. In exchange,
J apan graduates three times as
many engineers every year than
does the U nited States. Even
though almo t every area of law
has a urplus of lawyers, there is
and ha always been a demand
for lawyers to practice intellectual
property law. Not only is the job
very rewarding and exciting in
it elf but it i al o among the
higher paying areas of law
becau of it technical nature.
Many people think that a technical background is required to
pur ue intellectual property law,
however. a technical background
i not necessarily required. If
you're interested in becoming a
member of the IPLA and fmding
out m re about intellectual property law, drop a note in locker
#411 or take a look at our
n w lette on re rve.

will start at 8 pm. This year it is a
roast of Dean Berner. The tickets
are on sale and are $5.00 each.
Everyone should experience it.
The last event of Law
Week is Barrister's Ball on
Saturday, April 4. The cocktail
hour is 6-7pm , dinner from 78:30, and dancing from 8:3012:00. It will be held at The
Indian Oak Inn in The Waterbird
Room. Tickets are $17.50 each.
For those of you who want to stay
at The Inn for the night rooms are
$69.00 with a view of the woods
and $79.00 for a room with a
view of the lake.
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The Right Side: On Birds and Platypi
Daniel
Buksa ·

Viewpoints
Editor ·
Peter Platypus was excited.
He had arranged a party for his
platypi friends. They were all
going to meet by the stream
where they lived and talk about
things that platypi enjoy.
When the time for the party
came around, only a couple of
Peter's fellow platypi showed up.
Peter was-disappointed. He knew
that the other platypi were just
like himself; they acted the same
way that Peter did while swimming in the stream. It was even
more obvious when the other
platypi were alone with Peter;
they told him that they felt the
very same way he did about various issues.
Peter decided to find out why
the other platypi didn't want to
associate with him in public. He
approached Paul Platypus, who
was very popular around the
stream where all the platypi
resided.
Paul told him that he did
indeed feel as Peter did, but he
just didn't want to be associated

.

~

with Peter because the birds
might think poorly of him.
Now the birds lived around the
stream, along with the platypi.
The birds tried to be very intimidating. They were in a struggle
with the platypi to control the
course of the stream. The media
and all the texts portrayed the
birds as being very noble. There
was no wrong that the birds could
do. The birds professed to be
open-minded and tolerant, but
they would only associate with
the platypi if they acted like the
birds did.
Paul said he was afraid of the
birds because they would say
unkind things about him it' he
were to hang out with Peter.
Furthermore, Paul was fearful
that he wouldn't get invited to
any more bird-brained games.
But you're not a bird! Peter
told Paul. You're a platypus!
Paul said that he knew that, but
hanging around with the birds
was often very enticing. Even
though they were flighty, they
promised the sky.
Peter told Paul that indeed, the
birds promises were just like the
sky-empty, except for the hot air
that they contributed to it.
Paul agreed with Peter but
excused himself by saying that he
had to deal with his life and

worry about ideas or principles.
Besides, he just didn't want to
rock the boat.
As Paul went back into the
stream, Peter mentioned matter of
factly that if he didn't challenge
the birds, the birds would first
minimize and then eliminate the
platypi. Then Paul wouldn't have
to worry about his comfortable
life or job; Paul would not be
around because the birds would
see to it that there would no
longer be room for platypi on the
boat.
Peter was frustrated. Didn't
Paul and the other platypi know
that if they didn't hang out
together, they would then surely
hang separately. For if the birds
ever managed to get an edge on
the platypi, they would eliminate
all those platypi they could not
influence. Peter knew this to be
true. Many times, in other faraway streams, when birds took
over, they instituted progressive
bird-like policies and the streams
wound up going to the birds.
The moral of this story is:
When platypi relinquish the
stream to birds, not only will the
results be bird-brained, but
platypi will no longer control
their own destinies.
The only way for platypi to
avoid this result is to band togeth-

e»(.CRPOO~~Cr',) Gi.t.rn!~!-1

Kmiec on Property zghts
By Douglas W. Kmiec
Guest Columnist

On The f,oreplay
Edition

The main purpose of government said James Madison was "to
protect property." You wouldn't
know it from three cases currently
before the U.S. Supreme Court.
Each case grapples with the vexing conflict between pervasive
regulation and a citizen's right to
private property. It is unusual for
the Supreme Court to take this
number of cases raising the same
doctrinal theme, and it is speculated that the new conservative
majority on the court may b~
attempting to shore up the protection of property and economic
liberty-which, for the last 50
years or so, has had a back seat to
abortion, Miranda rights and the
like.
The Constitution recites:
"Private property [shall not] be
taken for public use, without just

compensation." Despite the
apparent strength and simplicity
of these words, the Constitutionas interpreted by the court-has
given property owners little security against even the most severs
government regulation, short of
actual physical occupation of economic wipe out.
David Lucas found this out
when he bought a couple of
beachfront lots in South Carolina
and tow years later the state
enacted a law denying him the
right to build any permanent
structures on them. Having spent
close to $1 million dollars for the
property, Lucas is pretty close to
being wiped out, but that doesn't
matter, contends South Carolina,
because his proposed use-building a home-constitutes a harm to
the state's interest in flora and
fauna and against erosion. Now,
no land owner has a constitutional
tight to make a noxious use of his

property, but building a home?
In Lucas v. South Carolina
Coastal Commission, Lucas has
argued that even if a home could
somehow be characterized as a
harm, the Constitution requires
the payment of "just compensation" when regulation deprives
property of all economic value.
Lucas has a point. However, the
court should also address the
more fundamental question of
what exactly is a "harmful" use of
property.
A few years ago, Justice
Brennan badly asserted that government regulation isn't limited to
preventing harms. "S tate and
local officials could just as easily
compel landowners to supply
uncompensated benefits to the
community at large," said
Brennan. It was by this sleight of
hand that a landowner was pre-

See Kmiec, page 12
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To the Editor:
Dear Editor:
Congratulations was
what I received. According to
the letter the university sent me I
was fortunate to be attending the
school of law at Valparaiso
University. I was so fortunate,
and they were so proud, something needed to be done, so
tuition was raised by over a thousand dollars. It never really
seemed to matter that much of
America does not earn the cost of
attendance at this university in a
year. It doesn't really matter that
over twenty percent of the children in this country are growing
up beneath the poverty level. It
doesn't matter that this country is
deep within the throws of a seemingly endless recession that has
all but shriveled the over-saturated legal job market. One thing a
pro bono requirement has taught
me is nothing is free and students
must pay one way, time, or in
another, money.
After all 1t is only just
over a grand, and since many of
us are mortgaging are future we
might as well do it at a school
with as fine a reputation as
Valparaiso' s. Unfortunately my
naive overpriced paradise was
ruined when I saw U.S. News's
ranking of V.U. Law. I know,
their ranking is silly and inaccurate but I run into a great many
silly, inaccurate people who have
the power to give me a job, and it
would be nice to point to a law
school ranking that was somewhat favorable . But Deans
Gaffney, Berner, Cichowski, and
Wehling aJl have nice prestigious
jobs, for which they receive adequate compensation, unfortunately due to a high code of ethics, or
absent-mindlessness, they have
let a national magazine underestimate and undervalue the excellent legal education we receive
here.
Valparaiso has an
incredible bar passage rate and
Gail Peshel is a literal God send
to the career services department.
Unfortunately , it sometimes
seems as if the administration is
working against her while she is
working for the student s.
Perhaps with the tuition increase
name tags could be purchased for
the faculty and administration
that gave the persons name followed by the question .. How May
I Help You?" so they more easily
remember that it is the students
who pay their salary. Perhap if
the tudent had to O.K. every
tuition increa e the ad ministrati n' ultimate goal would be
mding tud nt adequate paying
mploym nt ju t o w could easily ay off our loan .
One nice thing about the
tuition increa e i t hat i t has
received the full endorsement of
the law chool tudent govemm nt. At least I have never heard
th tudent body president, vicer i nt, r the cadre of second
year repre cntative complain
a ut thi iza le incre e. Then
a ain I hav n er heard the tud nt
v mmcnt c mplain about
anyrhin . Com t think of it I

know that George Patrick is president, but other than that I have
no idea who the vice-president,
or my entire cadre of representatives are. To me this means
either they knew about the
increase but didn't care enough to
tell me; or they are weak and
powerless and just didn 't care to
inform the student body. Perhaps
if I knew who my representatives
were I could ask them the amount
of student approval that was
given to the tuition increase. I
know how difficult it would be to
convene our now extinct townhall meetings about the increase.
At the very least I am
confident that whomever comprises the student government got
something really nice to put on
their resumes. This is especially
impOrtant since it is student election time, therefore let us remember that student government
equals mental masturbation,
nothing ever comes of it.
Mark Hansen 2L

Dear Editor:
Valparaiso University.
like so much of the nation, has
been swept up into the do-or-die
environmental movement. This
movement, on careful examination, reveals itself not so much as
a valid desire to correct environmental damages, but rather, a
political trend which has cannibalized many traditional platforms from dying socialists.
Thus, environmentalism is a
watermelon movement: A thin
rind of unproven and often irrational environmental concerns
that surround a soft, red interior ·
of liberal agendas and solutions.
Through the casual , yet total
acceptance of the environmental
message of desperation and pending doom , the popular media has
seduced even institutions of higher learning into believing much
of the bunk espoused by this gaggle of tree-buggers.
Despite the fact there is
no real proof that the owne layer
surrounding this planet is slipping away at a rate greater to any
other time in pre-industrialized
history , the environm entalist
would have us believe we could
actually destroy this layer within
t he next 150 years unl ess we
greatly redu ce the growth and
capacities of our industrial base.
This is hardly tenable, however,
when it is known that all the volcanoes that have erupted merely
in the last 50 years have placed
more ozone-destroying pollution
into the atmosphere then all of
ind ustry since the dawn of th e
glorious industrial revolution .
Fur thermore. s un -spo t activi ty
also directly affects the natural
flux of the owne layer and in the
past five years, t here has been
greater levels of spo t activity
which also correlates to ozone
depletion.
Such observations as I
have mentioned are also open to
di pute, but I can assure you
th se contention wilJ not be discus ed on "Good Morning

America" or "48 Hours" because
they are anathema to the deeper
agenda of the trendy environmental orgy.
Next, let us look at that
goofy faction within the environmental movement, the animal
rights activists. In their hatred of
big business, industry and development, this group would sacrifice the livelihood of 40,000
working people in the north westem United States for the sake of a
single sub-species of the Spotted
Owl! Through the audacity of
giving an animal rights equal to
those history has assigned to
humans, they are happy to close
down fishing communities,
farms, scientific laboratories and
any other area of human progress
which must abrogate the lives of
animals for those of human
beings. This is beyond goofy, it is
insane. Such actions pose questions not only concerning the
validity of the claims put forth by
these activists, but whether or not
they are a real threat honest,
decent people tying to earn a living in a very poor economy.
Listening to the undercurrent of the environmental
movement, you hear the same old
sad song: Destroy capitalism ,
nationalize private and semi-private property, diminish property
rights, increase governmental
control of our lives and do away
with incentives to create new
jobs, industry and growth. In
doing this, we will " save the
earth", we will reach a "harmony
and stewardship" with our wonderful mother, the Earth, who has
only been raped and pillaged by
greedy, white, capitalistic males.
Never mind the proof, lets just
get on with the revolution.
But hopefully the reality
of environmentalism is being
countered with hard, cold objections. Members of the American
Meteorological Society have
recently denied the validity of
studies supporting the ozone hole
and greenhouse effect fantasies.
The hard economy forces us not
to consider the future of some
fuzzy, furry seal living in the
Arctic Zone, but rather what of
our own futures , and that of our
families and children. Finally,
when some Citizens Council tells
us we can not build a factory that
will provide jobs, or that we can
not cut down a tree on our own
property, we will send the environmentalist movement the same
way we have sent communism
and the democratic party; down
the
land-fill .
to

Patrick G. McCarthy IL

DEADLINE
FOR THE LAST
ISSUE OF THE
FORUM
APRIL 17, 1992

Greenwich Street Blues
with plaid and his haircut is bad.
There is always something
Jenji
complain about.
But, the weather and
i
;<M-.
·.
·.• ;.. '~. . Sackett
faculty are mere child's game
for the expert complainer. The
1Contributing skills of the pro's are focused on
Editor
other students. The pro complainers are the perfect law stuLaw students and small dents. These students have n
dren have a Jot in common. faults, have perfect grades, and
: oth stumble around confused charming demeanor. In fact,
of the day, asking hard to these students are the only posianswer questions and complain- tive aspects of the school.
ing. But, unlike small children, students lead the law school.
law students, especially at They inform us why the law
Valparaiso, have refined their school is ranked in the third quarwhining technique into a cunning tile nationally, which of our proMany theories have been fessor's are an embarrassment,
and how unfair it is to have a
lofJten~ to explain the Valparaiso
student 's aptitude for com- tuition hike. Even day to day
ning: Valparaiso itself, the these students keep the others on
school faculty, and other stu- their toes, they can complain
about anything from the .... ~,,~·u·
Valparaiso is a natural in the atrium to the election signs
lplltenl:>mtencm. Five out of seven in the halls. It's incredible, withs a week the skies are over- out these students most of us
t and a fine mist fogs one's would not realize we should
ision. Possibly the weather displeased with the elect'
encourages the negative attitude signs, in fact most of us
shared by most law students. The not even be bothered by them
progression in the deterioration Now, this is the key to the
of emotional stability of students complainer's technique: ne
is similar to an avalanche, it just organize. Who would hav
starts with a rumbling and before thought that if you complain
you know it you're twelve feet about everything under th
under the snow. Thank goodness Valparaiso clouds and ne
the sun does come out every two organize to change anything th
weeks or so to thaw everyone result would be chaos. Five hu
dred students stumbling aro
The faculty provides a day to day in a negative muddle.
Of course, there is
stant ray of sunlight.
way
to
change
this, the pro's
nfortunately, since it is only
one ray, few students reap jts not have time to organize beca
benefits. Not to say that students they have too many things
do not benefit from the faculty's complain about, the student body
knowledge, because that surely is too apathetic , and the election
would portray a falsity. But, since signs are too distracting. Th
of the students are caught best thing to do is find the negaunder the emotional avalanche, tive side and join the pro's.
y receive more pleasure dis- least that way, you think
sing the negative: either a you are out of the avalanche'
is too much like a comedy path. But, don ' t be too sure
or too much like a religious there is some rumbling in the
or a professor wears stripes tance, and its coming from
mountain.

". iii~~
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A call to environmental action
By Kevin Anderson
Asst. Viewpoints Editor
Who on this Green Earth
is P.J. O'Rourke? Last issue Urs
Furrer suggested that I wrote in
the style of this P.J. person. I am
embarrassed to admit that I don ' t
know who that person is. I must
have just crawled out from under
some intellectual rock. The name
sounds familiar but I can not
place it. (Its a bit like that feeling
in class these days)
The only P J . who I can
think of was a guy in my older
brother's Cub Scout Pac. He was
the first human I had ever seen
who could whistle loudly without
putting his fingers in his mouth .
Consequently, I had a good deal
of respect for that P J. That was
until the day that he and my
brother hung me upside-down by
my pants-cuffs on the neighbor's
picket fence. Heroes come and
go in the life of a four-year-old.

Urs, I don' t know your P.J. Its a
shame that you never knew mine.
The notion, also stated in
the last issue , that the environmentalist concern is overblown
because, when asked, few people
name the issue as one of primary
personal concern once again
ignores the problem. Does the
idea that there is so many additional wrongs to be upset about
today prove anything in relation
to the issue? Once again, I suggest that the time has come for
concerted effort and cooperation.
The regulated and the regulator
can accomplish much when they
shed their adversarial cloak and
work together. Don't waste our
time debating no n-issues. Give
us some substance so that we can
work to improve the prospects for
the future.
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The Heard in the Halls Movie Guide
and Kath's Guide to the Oscars For Best Picture

Prince of Tides
The star of this picture is a Second Year Student sporting a goatee. When he learns that a
of his is in trouble, i.e. left in St. Louis without a valid I.D., he drives the 300 mile distance to
Saturday night.
Silence of the Lambs
This psychological thriller convinces students that BAR/BRI is the way to study for the .MPRE.
After an unnotified change in the starting time of the review session, an incorrect answer sheet to a practice
exam, and a mix up in the showing of the second part of the review course ... the unsuspecting studer1tsl
realize who has been sent to slaughter.
FK

This docudrama brings Valparaiso to grips with making the grade. After an unsuspecting report in
U.S. News and World report discredits the reputation of Valparaiso, a patriotic student opens the files again
only to learn that the admini tration lied and failed to respond to the questionnaire sent by the magazine.
After 'peaking to many witnesses, the student ascertains that there was not a "single" questionnaire, but
least three questionnaires sent to the school. The student concludes that the reason the school failed to
these que tionnaires was to cover up the fact that no alumni of Valparaiso is currently making
$29,000.

This film exemplifies how a man's dream can tum a desert into an oasis of culture. An artist,
w it ca ually walking thiough the law atrium, envisions a mecca of artscape. Rising from the tiled floors
he sees primitive phallic wood sculptures and from the bare brick walls she sees pre-school fauvism.
not see her dream fulfilled. Students enamored with the idea, christen one of the sculpture's with
me sage of prai e, ''and the kick is good!"

eauty and the Beast
This animated fairy tale proves that beauty is skin deep. Set in a castle in Chesterton, studerttsl
to attend the Barrister's ball based on stories of last years experience as having bad food, poor
on, and inadequate space to dance. However, because this is· a fairy tale, it has a happy ending.
ISlud{~nts exclaim, .. what el e do we have to do in Northwest Indiana?" At the last minute, they decide
nd and realize that the ball is truly beautiful.

or the Boys
In this film, a half dozen male third year law students travel to Key West for Spring Break to
what it i about tho e Key West men. (Not recommended for children.)
wsandFog
This movie how that lurking behind those hallowed doors of the S.B.A. are some interestin
marketing ide . A the S.B.A. comes to grip with the facts that this year's parties haven ' t been as suc:ce~ss-1
ful a the social season of years passed and that Benwilli's is now the preferred getaway for "un<lisc:rinli-1
nating'' law tudents, the S.B.A. tries new incentives. To get law week well attended, the S.B.A. makes
with Boden teiner: Attending all law week functions wiU fulfil 10 hours of the Pro Bono requiremen
for third years.
Break '93
A movie that glorifie those fun filled college spring breaks. At the start of the fllm, the law
Jau:erntots to implement a one week spring break, but by the end realizes law students will fmd a way to
cond week of va ation. After a one week break, the professors return to the school to find a
fllled Atrium, an ind r pool in classroom D, and all the librarians topless. The law school decides to
the econd week of hool when MTV ask the Dean to enter a " leg " contest.
he Wizard ofOz
The Ia ic i refitted for a new theme. This time Bankruptcy. This film isn't worth seeing.
bett r with the old meaning.

For those of you who will be
here for the summer there is
going to be a concert to look forward to in May. Eric Clapton is
coming to the Rosemont Horizon
on May 13. Tickets are $25.00
and go on sale at 10:00 am on
Saturday March 28 through
Ticketmaster (312) 559-1212.
Also coming to Chicago April 29May 3 is the Joffrey Ballet. The
performance will be at the

Auditorium Theatre of Roosevelt
University, 50 E. Congress
Parkway, Chicago.
For those of you who need a
break sooner than April or May,
go see Basic Instinct it is a great
thriller. It is playing at Southlake
Mall and you can get tickets for
$4.00 at the Student Union.
A close by activity for the
warm weather is horse back riding. It is great escape for the
weekend. Southlake Stables in
Crown Point is running weekend
specials right now. A ride is
$7.00 an hour during the hours of
7am-10am. The rest of the day is
at their regular hourly rates.

Career services corner .
Benefits Packages: A
Signifigant Component of
Salary
By Gail Peschel
Contributor
After you receive a job
offer, or when deciding between
two jobs, consider the benefit
package offered by an employer
when computing your gross
salary. Employers vary as to the
type of benefit packages offered;
some do not offer benefits, and
others may extend a full range of
benefits. Before accepting an
offer, you may wish to inquire as
to what benefits are available.
Because it is useful to know
about the variety of benefits that
can be offered, a discussion follows.
Performance Review.
Employers vary on the
length of time a new attorney
must be employed before his;her
work is reviewed for a salary
increase. For some employers,
reviews are made after three
months. For other employers,
reviews are made annually.
Bonuses. ·
If an employer awards
bonuses, find out about its policy
regarding the awarding of bonuses. Does everyone get a bonus?
On what is a bonus based: bringing in business, or doing a good
job on a particular matter? How
is the bonus calculated: as a percentage of the remuneration on a
case, or based upon the amount of
dollars one brings into the firm?
Liability
Proressional
Insurance.
Most employers pay the
professional liability premiums
necessary to adequately cover
each partner and associate in the
office. Because these premiums
are costly, it is worthwhile to
establish who is responsible for
payment of your insurance premi-

Other Insurance.
Employers may cover all
or some types of insurance.
Determine if the employer provides life, health, eye, dental, and
disability insurance. If insurance
is provided, does the employer
pay for an entire family or just the
employee?
Group policies are often
available through an employer.
Even if the employer does not
pay the premiums, individual premiums through a group policy are
less expensive than obtaining
insurance coverage on your own.
Pension Plans.
Determine what, if any,
tax sheltered retirement plans the
employer offers.
Maternity/Paternity/Health
Leaves.
A number of corporate
firms have paternity as well as
maternity leaves. Some employers only have maternity leaves.
Other employers do not have
either.
Continuing Legal Education.
A number of states,
including Indiana. require that
attorneys fulfill annual continuing
legal
education
credits.
Determine if 1) the employer
pays for continuing legal education programs, 2) travel and
accommodations for CLE programs in resort areas or warm climates are paid by the employer,
and 3) hours spent attending CLE
programs are deducted from any
annual billable hour requirement.
Bar Dues.
Employers may pay for
membership in 1) employer-specified organizations. 2) one or
more organization of the attorney 's choice, or 3) may elect not
to pay for memberships.
Parking.
Parking fees can be considerable even in a small city.
Ascertain whether the employer

ums.

See Benefits, next page
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Career Services presents options
in legal employment seminar
By Daniel Buksa
Contributing Editor
"Why am I here" and "What
do I plan to do with my law
degree" are primary questions law
students should ask themselves
when considering options to
employment in the legal field,
according to Mary Barden,
President of Legal Options, Inc.
Barden presented a seminar
sponsored by career Services for
law students and practicing attorneys who are considering such
non-traditional employment on
Saturday, March 21 in the Tabor
Auditorium.
The five and a half hour class
provided insights into the legal
profession and advice on how to
obtain non-legal employment.
However, Barden stated that if
law students were interested in
practicing law, they should take
the bar exam right after graduation and begin a practice immediately since it would be much
harder to start a legal career five
or ten years down the road.
Barden practiced law herself
for ten months before deciding
that that kind of career was not
for her. She subsequently became
Assistant Dean at the Detroit
School of Law. She served in
that capacity for six years before
leaving to begin her own busine s, Legal Options, Inc. Barden
also erves as Executive Director
of the Oakland County [MI} Bar
Foundation.
"Knowing what you want out
of your career and matching up
your abilities is the key to success," said Barden. Using herself

as an example, Barden said that
because she wanted to spend time
with her children, "she needed a
job which would provide her with
the necessary time to be with
them." Running her own legalorientated business which
includes teaching these seminars
met that need.
The seminar detailed trends in
the legal services industry such as
firm mergers, specialization, contract employment, and attorney

Mary Barden of Legal Options, Inc. makes a
point
photo by Dan Bulcsa

advertising. The participants
were then asked to complete several career planning exercises.
Following the exercises,
options in corporate life were discussed. Four VU School of Law
alumni, who had left the practice
of law, then described what they
were currently doing and why
they had left the legal profession.
After a box lunch provided by

Benefit packages, from page 5
pay the monthly or annual fees.

Car Allowance.
Sometimes when significant travel to everal courts or
locations is required, employers
di burse a epa.rate monthly allotment o that cars can be replaced
every three or four years.
Travel E pense.
lf travel i nece sary,
determine if the employer reimbur
travel, meals, and lodging
ex
. If ent rtainment of
eli n or potential clients is necertain if the employer
e ary.
reimburs expen es incurred.

ounty Club/Community
Group.
If an employer encourage i att meys to become
actively involved in community
tivitie , determine if the
employer pays the annual memhip fee for club
c mmunity organizations.

Pr BonoW k.

Career Services, Barden showed
the participants how to utilize
those skills acquired in law
school such as analytical thinking, research and writing, and
negotiation in the business world.
Finally. Barden provided
information on discovering nonlegal employment opportunities
in a newspaper's classified section and how to proceed in a job
interview for that non-legal position.

Although most employers will encourage attorneys to do
pro bono work, they may not permit time expended on such work
to be deducted from the annual
billable hour requirement.
Determine an employer's position
on pro bono work. Are attorney
hours deductable, or is the provision of secretary time, equipment
and supplies the only assistance
given to pro bono work; does the
employer limit the number of
hours per week that can be devoted to pro bono work?

upport Staff and Equipment.
What kind of support
staff is available to a new attorney? Are paralegals, law clerks,
and investigators employed as
well as secretaries? Is a computer
provided to each attorney? Is the
docket system computerized?
Are LEXIS and/or WESlLA W
provided? Does the employer
have a comprehen ive library or
will outside research be necessary?

"In a market, which by the
year 2000, will have one lawyer
for every 280 people, the option
of utilizing your law degree in a
non-traditional field may be
invaluable," Barden concluded.
The seminar was taped by
Career Services and will be on
reserve at the law library.

Physical Plant.
If future partnership is a
possibility, attempt to determine
the long range plan of the finn.
Does the firm plan to increase in
size? If so, will the present facility accommodate the planned
growth or will new office space
be negotiated. Overhead expenses impact on partner earnings.

Partnership.
Small-sized firms usually pay a smaller starting salary
than large-sized firms. However,
partners in smaller-sized firms
can enjoy the same salary range
as partners in large law firms.
Partnership in large-sized law
fmns is becoming increasingly
difficult, and partnership tracks
within these firms are being
lengthened.
A videotape of a 1991
seminar on benefits is available
for review. Please talk with
Leslie Schaefer in the Library if
you wish to review the tape.
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Viewpoints

The environment according to the Ninja Turtles
By Stephen Chapman
Guest Columnist
If you thought the only drawbacks of the Teenage Mutant
Ninja tmtles were that they cause
your children to demand toys ,
whack each other with sticks and
talk like surfers who have been in
the sun too long, you ' ve been
deluding yourself.
The muscle-bound little reptiles, I regret to infonn you, have
a political agenda, which is the
same color as their shells: green.
Not content with entertaining
children, the Turtles want to
indoctrinate them in environmentalist dogma and put them to work
spreading it.
Their book, " ABC ' s for a
Better Planet," is a catechism of
green theology, instructing kids in
the True VVord on everything
from acid rain to animal rights
and urging them to use this
unleavened knowledge to become
pests. "VVrite your government
leaders at every level," it urges.
"Don' t buy or use products that
hurt the environment. Get your
folks and friends to do the same."
The Turtles aren' t alone. Get
up to watch Saturday morning
cartoons with the small people in
your house, and you may be introduced to the sort of villains you
would expect to find only in the
night terrors of Sierra Club officer -like Dr. Blight, who schemes

to " take pollution to new
heights," and businessman Sly
Sludge, who turns national forests
into toxic waste dumps.
They are regulars on the syndicated show "Captain Planet,"
which features a green-haired
superhero who presides over the
most politically correct group of
confederates this side of your
local faculty club and which
pushes ideas about the environment that are even more cartoonish than its characters. The Ninja
Turtles and Captain Planet have
many amazing powers , but an
ability to distinguish enviroQmental fact from fiction isn't one of
them.
Adult human beings often
acquire that power, which is why
it's important for environmental
zealots to convert children before
they can develop a healthy skepticism about political causes. The
goal of these efforts is evangelization: The kids never get a clue
that some alleged hazards are
mythical or exaggerated, or that
other objectives besides a pristine
environment many be valuable.
Having been softened up by
the cartoons, the little angels will
be ready for the lessons of "50
Simple Things Kids Can Do To
Save the Earth," a collection of
half-truths and misinformation
aimed at giving juveniles "the
confidence that they can change-

and-save the world."
You don't need to agree with
W .C. Fields that "children should
neither be seen nor heard fromever again" to be certain that
when salvation comes, it will not
be conveyed by people too immature to have the knowledge or
judgment to provide intelligent
answers to complex questions.
Kids may be good at moral outrage-that's why you can college
students to shout down unwelcome speakers-but environmental
problems rarely yield to implacable certitude.
Any passion produced by this
save-the-Earth handbook will be
misinformed. "Acid rain is
extremely harmful to plants,
rivers and lakes, and the creatures
that lie in them" we are told. "In
some places it is killing the
forests. "
VVhat we are not told is that ( 1)
the sources of acid rain have
dropped considerably and will
keep dropping; (2) that only 4
percent of lakes, and those only in
one region (the northeast) , are
dead due to acidification, which
can be blamed as much on naturally occurring factors as on acid
rain; and (3) that the damage to
forests is close to zero. To Jearn
these facts, your cherubs will
have to consult adult sources, like
the 10-year federal study known
as the National Acid Rain
Assessment Program.

Global warming, which is still
no more than a plausible theory,
is presented in "50 Things" as
undisputed fact. The book says
we produce " so much garbage
that in many places, there is not
enough room to bury it all."
Lynn Scarlett of the Reason
Foundation, however, calculates
that "all of the garbage America
produces in the next 1,000 years
would fit in a landfill that occupies less than one-tenth of 1 percent of the continental United
States."
Encouraging kids to learn
about environmental issues is part
of educating them. But education
means exposing them to different
views and requiring them to actually think. It also means
insisting that they do what
doesn't come naturally to chil-

dren, namely infonn themselves,
before doing what does come naturally, namely tell others what to
do. Turning kids into little green
busybodies before they're old
enough to think for themselves is
no favor to them and possibly a
great nuisance to the rest of us.
Ignorance about the environment among children may be
regrettable, though not quite a priority when schools are perpetuating more basic forms of ignorance. But it doesn't help to take
minds empty of knowledge and
fill them with things that aren't
true.

Re-printed by permission of
Stephen Chapman and Creators
Syndicate.
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avid's
l'Aen's Clothier
Downtown Valparaiso

NEED A SUIT?

3:00p.m. - 6:00p.m..

From $13990
To $45500

·

• Quality •Selection
•Same Day Alterations
Alterations
By Joy
477~900

Mon.-Wed.·Fri. 9:30-7:00
Tues.-Thurs. 9 : ~ : 00
Sat.
9:30-4:00

tJ?.?staurant
'Ea.r{y 'Birtl SpecUzfs
'Monday tfiru 'Ifi.urstfay

Formal Wear

Rentals
We welcome all rna ·or credit cards

113 East Lincolnway • Valparaiso, Indiana 46383 • 462-0012

1/2 Sfa6 '13'13Q1(j6s ....................................................................................................5.95
Cfiic~n Piccata .......................................................................................................... 5.9
Pritne ~6 ...................................................................................................................5.95
Laf<:.! Percfi.................................................................................................................5.95

o/egeta6Ce or Cliic~n
Stir 1"ry......................................................................................................................5.95
1"ettucine .!ll.£fredo......................................................................................................5.95
13roiled Cliic~n 13reast................................ ~.............................................................5.95
Servetl witfi fresli 6af<:.!tl 6ruut
cup ofsoup or saftu£
Surufay 'BruncfiSpeciaf

David's
Men's Clothier

10:00-2:00
$5.95

Downtown Valparaiso

NEED SHOES?
See David for:
Quality Men's Shoes
Casual and Dress

Cole Haan Joh&
tston &Murphy
Sperry Toi}-Siders
Alterations
by Joy
477-6900

Mon.-Wed.-Frl. 9:30-7:00
Tues.-Thurs. 9:30-6:00
Sat.
9:»-4:00

Formal Wear

'Ifiursday '13eef & Cliampagne
Specia£
$9.95

'Dri.nk..SpecUzfs
Montfays ...........................................Margaritas .....·~ ...............................................$1
'Iue.stfays ........................................... ltnport 'Beers ....................................................$2
Wednestfays ..................................... .'Draft 13eers...................................................... .75
'Ifi.urstfays ......................................... Margarita Mugs .............................................$2.75
']'ri.days .............................................13ar 13raruf tJJrink§............................................ $1. 7
Satunfays .........................................Liter Margaritas ..............................................$7.00

Rentals

We welcome aU maJor Credit Cards.

113 East Lineolnway • Valparaiso, Indiana 46383 • 462-0012

Live 'Entertainment 'Tuesday tfiruSaturrfay.
li.Jcatuf at 69 1"ranf:Jin St. o/afparaiso · 5f.cross from tfie Porter County Courtfwuse
462-2141
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Respondeat Superior
enters tourney undefeated
by Lorin Schuchardt
Sports Editor
The womens law school
intramural volleyball team
"Respondeat Superior," finished
their regular season with a perfect
15-0 record in qualifying for the
playoffs. The team then won
their first playoff game last
Tuesday against the Delta Phi
sorority 15-6, 15-9, advancing to
the semifinals against the Beta
sorority this Tuesday. The team
consists of co-captain's Shelly
Evans and Mary Vogt, as well as
3L Betty Bezak, 2L 's Carlene
Kay, Li a Bowen , Denise
Schafer,
and
IL
Holly
Winkeljohn.

The championship game is
tentatively scheduled for
Wednesday night April 1st at
8:00. If the team can atlvance to
the final it will mark the first time
a women's law school volleyball
team has ever advanced to the
championship game. The team
should face its first stiff challenge
in their next playoff game against
the Betas but they are confident
that they will advance to the
fmals. According to Schafer the
team has been on a terror recently, especially Bezak who leads
the team in service aces and kills.
With their balanced attack and
confidence Respondeat Superior;
let the master respond, could take
the title.

The answers to the quiz nobody cared about
1. Six

2. Three. Blackmun (b. 1908);
White (b. 1917); Stevens (b. 1920).
3. William Henry Harrison, Zachary
Taylor, and Andrew Johnson.
4. George Washington made eleven
appointments (fJ.lling the original six
seats on the Court plus five replacement ). FDR made nine appointments, including the elevation of
Stone to Chief Justice.
S. Potter Stewart, appointed by
President Eisenhower on October 14,
1958, and confrrmed by the Senate on
May 5, 1959. Ju tice William
Brennan was also a recess appointment.
6. White (clerked for C.J. Vinson,
1946-47) (he was the first fonner
clerk to become a justice); Rehnquist
(clerked for Jackson, 1952-53);
Stevens (clerked forWiley Rutledge,
1947-48).
7. William Douglas, 1939-1975.
8, Jame Byrne was on the court for
one year, 1941-42.
9. Charle Evan Hughes was
As ociate Justice from 1910 to 1916
and Chief Ju tice from 1930 to 1941.
John Rutledge was on the Court for
two year (1789-91) a one of the
original justices and resigned without
ever itting. Four years later he was
appointed to succeed the original
Chief Ju tice, John Jay, but hi reces
appointment was not confmned by
the Senate.
10. Henry B. Brown (1890-1906)
and Frank Murphy (1940-1949).
11. Nineteen.
12. Charle Evan Hughes was 68
when appointed Chief Justice.
Harlan Stone wa elevated to the
Chief Justiceship at 68 also.
13. Joseph Story, appointed at age
32.
14. John Jay, age 41.
15. Sixt n, counting th abovem ntioned John Rutledge.
1 . John Rutledg : A sociate, 17891791; CJ, 1795.
Edward White: A ciate. 18941910; CJ 1910-1921.
Chari Evan Hughe :
A ociate, 1910-1916: CJ 1930-1941.
Harlan Stone: As ciate, 19251941; CJ, 1941-1946.
William Rehnqui t: A sociate,
1972-1986; CJ, 1986-pre ent.
17. John Quincy Adam who rejected hi Supreme Court appointment by
Pre ident Madison in 1811. The
v ancy was filled by the appointment of Joseph Story.
18. John Mar hall, 34 year (1 011835), followed by Roger Taney's 28
ye (1 36-1 64).
19. Six. See 28 U.S.C. Sec. 1.
20. harl Evan Hughe . Spe ch at

Elmira, May 3, 1907.
21. Robert Jackson, dissenting in
Terminiello v. Chicago, 337 U.S. 1,
37 (1949).
22. Louis Brandeis, dissenting in
New Stale Ice Co. v. Liebmann, 285
262, 311 (1932).
23. William Douglas, in Zorach v.
Clauson, 343 U.S. 306, 313 (1952).
24. Potter Stewart, concurring in
Jacobellis v. Ohio, 378 U.S. 184, 197
(1964).
25. Harry Blackmun, in Roe v.
Wade, 410 U.S. 113, 125 (1973) .
26. Chisolm v. Georgia, 2 U.S. (2
Dall.) 419 (1793) (11th Amendment)
Dred Scott v. Sanford, 60 U.S.
(19 How.) 393 (1857) (13 & 14th)
Polloc1 v. Farmers' loan & trust
Co., 157 U.S. 429 (1895) (16th)
Breedlove v. Suttles, 302 U.S.
277 (1937) (24th)
Oregon v. Mitchell, 400 U.S. 1f2
(1970) (26th).
27. They ratified, somewhat belatedly, in 1939.
28. New York Times v. U.S., 403
U.S. 277 (1971) (Pentagon Papers
case); Furman v. Georgia, 408 U.S.
238 (1972) (death penalty case).
29. The above cited Pentagon Papers
case.
30. U.S. v. Rabinowitz, 339 U.S. 56
(1950); overruled Trupianov. U.S.
334 U.S. 699 (1948), and was itself
overruled by Chimel v. California,
395 U.S. 752 (1969).
31. Kesler v. Dept. of Public Safety,
369 U.S. 153 (1962): overruled as to
applicability of three-judge court procedure by Swift & Co. v. Wickham,
382 U.S. 111 (1965), and overruled
with respect to the Supremacy Clause
interpretation by Perez v. Campbell,
402 U.S. 637 (1971).
32 . Hornbuckle v. Toombs, 85 U.S.
(18 Wall.) 648 (1873). Justice
Bradley wrote the 5-3 majority opinion overruling his deci ion for a
unanimous Court in Dunphy v.
Kleinschmidt, 78 U.S. (11 Wall.) 610
(1870).
33. Girouard U.S. 328 U.S. 61,72
(1946) (C.J. Stone dissenting: "With
three other Justice of the Court I dj sented in the Macinlosh and Bland
cases, for reasons which the Court
now adopts as ground for overruling
them.").
34. Blackstone v. Miller, 188 U.S.
189 (1903), overruled by Farmers'
Loan & Trust Co. v. Minnesota, 280
U.S. 204 (1930). Also Gillespie v.
Olclahoma, 257 U.S. 501 (1922),
overruled by Helvering v. Mounlain
Producers Corp., 303 U.S. 376
(1938).

u.s.
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Kmiec, from
page 3
eluded from making changes in
his structure merely because a
local body thought it was pretty
and designated it an "landmark."
Now, landmarks are nice
things, but so are the beautiful
roses in my neighbor's garden.
But I surely don't have a right to
command that he continue to
grow them. My neighbor would
rightly think me daffy if I suggested that my fondness for his
roses precluded him from planting petunias. If the landmark merits preservation, the community
should buy it, not steal it. The
same applies to South Carolinaespecially if the real reason
David Lucas has been denied the
right to build his home is to promote tourism and the South
Carolina beaches, as one dissenting South Carolina justice suspected
What Lucas cannot build, the
landowners in Yee v. City of
Escondido cannot use. Unless an
owner is entitled to decide who
may use his property, it is scarcely "private." It is for this reason
that the common law has prohibited trespass for centuries. So
thought John and Irene Yee-at
least, that is, until state and local
California law, ostensibly motivated by high rents and mobilehome park scarcity, not only
denied landlords like the Y ees the
right to decide what rent to charge
their mobile-home park tenants,
but even the right to select those
tenants. Given the virtually complete judicial deference to economic regulation over the past
few decades, the Y ees were told
by the California courts they had
no basis on which to complain.
If the Yees lose, my neighbor

had better watch out. He may
forfeit more than his rose garden
to my tastes. I've always fancied
that cozy den of his, and I just
might decide to move in if I can
get a few of my friends on the
city council to cooperate.
Fortunately for my neighbor, the
Yees have correctly argued that
the combination of a municipal
rent control and state limitation
on tenant selection constitutes a
government-authorized physical
occupation of their property.
Obtusely, the city just doesn't get
it. After all, says the city, the
Yees can always go out of business. By that reasoning, my
neighbor can always move out.
The Yees have raised another
telling item. The California regulation is pointless. It proclaims to
ensure affordable housing, but it
only makes the Yees poorer and
their tenants richer. And, before
the redistributors of wealth out
there get too excited, it's only the
Yees' existing tenants who have
cashed in on this windfall. It
seems that when the existing tenants exercise their freshly minted
"right" to choose new tenants for
the land they don't own, instead
of passing on their rent control
"savings," they simpl¥ charge
"incoming tenants an exorbitant
price for their mobile-home units.
What's the old saying, no honor
among thieves?
The third property case now
before the court-PFZ Properties
v. Rodriquez-almost defies explanation. It would seem, however,
that while regulators have been
busy telling people they can't
build homes or rent their own
land, they have no time left to do
their appointed jobs. PFZ wanted
to build a hotel and residential
complex, and actually managed to
get it approved in 1976 and again
in 1981. Well, the approval was
too good to be true, and for six

years, no one in the building
department would issue them a
permit to get started. Frustrated,
PFZ went to court and argued that
the arbitrary refusal of the building officials violated substantive
and procedural due process.
The lower federal courts were
wholly unreceptive. Thanks to
Justice Brennan again-welfare
rights, like food stamps and the
like, are viewed by the Supreme
Court as so-called "new property"
entitled to due process protection
under the Constitution, but the
lower court told PFZ that it was
"far from clear" that it had a
property interest in a construction
permit for its real property. the
adjective must be a euphemism.
In any event, said the lower
courts, PFZ got all the process it
was due. Bad-faith permit denials
or arbitrary refusals to follow
state law "simply do not amount
to a·deprivation of due process."
It was Madison again who
observed that a "just government"
is one that ··impartially assures to
every man, whatever is his own."
:Sy this measure, David Lucas,
Mr. and Mrs. Yee, and PFZ
would seem to have more than
just a complaint. It remains to be
seen if the court will provide
them "just compensation."
Douglas W. Kmiec is a professor

of law at the University of Notre
Dame and a senior fellow of the
Indiana
Policy
Review
Foundation. This article is reprinted with his permission.
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Student Bar Association married to the mob
Chicago -The
Federal
Bureau of Investigation announced
today that a full scale inquiry will
begin into the Student Bar
Association of Valparaiso University
Law School. High ranking board
members were unreachable for comment.
What started as a suspicion
turned into verification. The S.B.A.
has found to have significant ties to
drug trafficking and illicit illegal gambling.
Students at the law school
alerted the F.B.I. into possible impropriety when the new president began
office without a telephone number.
The current president uses only a
beeper and the actual S.B.A. phone
for communication. The beeper is
used solely to rece ive information
about shipments in Miami. An F.B.I.
official said, "Not having a telephone
was a way he could avoid be traced.·

How exactly the shipments made it
Northwest Indiana is still not figured.
Authorities believe that the S.B.A.
used undergrad students as runners.
For many years, the S.B.A.
was the thriving social center of Law
school life. However, this year the
S.B.A has appeared to lack the ability to pull off the parties it once had.
The reasons for this is that the valuable time spent on the party planning
has shifted to illegal activities, such
as the drug trafficking.
One student who wished to
remain anonymous claimed that she
was at customs at the Miami international Airport when she saw a highranking S.B.A. official d(agged by
custom officials to the office with
search dogs. The student said, "I was
really surprised because she always
seemed so nice at school, but when I
saw her at the airport she acted like a
mean bitch. You should have seen

Dooley to run for President
By Justin Kayse
Foreplay News Editor
This past weekend, as expected,
the nationaJ committee of the People
Rules Party emerged from their convention with a brokered deal. They
nominated Valparaiso University
School of Law Professor Laura G.
Dooley as their presidential nominee.
Rhonette Brownsugar, party
national chairbeing, said "Dooley was
the consensus candidate . We
believe that she'll lead us to victory in
November.• Brownsugar said that
the party knew it could count on
Dooley "because she always keeps
her pants on:
This deal became necessary
when former President, Jimmy the
Peanut Farmer, was discovered masquerading as Gov. William "Wild Bill"
McClintock. Furthermore, it had not
been the first time that McClintock
had exposed himself either. The
plethora of wrong-do ings forced
McClintock from the race.
Another candidate, former New
England Sen. Paul Songandance,
withdrew fr om the race whe n it
became obvious that there was a
lump in his act. Said critic Ebert
Sisketli, "his song was good, but he
blew the dance when he slipped on
the milk:
This void opened the door for
Dooley, a popular law pr4lfessor at
Valparaiso University.
The news of Dooley's nomination
was warmly received, both at the law
school and at national women's organizations.
Dooley is, of course, the first
women to be nominated by a major
American po itical party in becoming
its presidential cancidate.
Gertrude Hildegard, President of
the American Organization of
Women, could barely conceal her
delight. "It's about time that they
selected a woman to do a woman's
job,· she said.
Dooley's law students were also
ecstatic. 2L Phinneas J. Barrister

said that Dooley will make an excellent President. "She cares about her
students and takes time to make sure
that they understand the law,• he
said. "Her professional~sm and
respectable character, along with her
refreshing ideas, will carry her o the
White House l" Barrister concluded.

Dooley was excited about the idea
of her possibly being President. "I
believe the people will vote for me in
November because I have workable
solutions to the problems that this
country faces,· she said.
She plans to build her campaign
around the slogan "No new classes
on Saturdays!" Dooley said, "You
don't even have to read my li ps."
"I'm not part of that big-boys club,"
she iterated, ·re-hashing rubber and
broccoli."
This energetic legal procedure
expert has taught at Valpo for the
past two years. She received her law
degree from Washington University
Law School in St. Louis. Before she
took up teaching, Dooley was an 8th
Circuit Federal Court of Appeals
clerk. She also clerked for the
Federal District Court for the Westem
for the Western District of Missouri.
Dooley lives in the Valparaiso
area with her husband and threeyear-old daughter.

the look in her eyes." The student
said she loitered in customs to see
what was going on until she saw the
S.B.A. VIP released . The student
then followed her to the curb to see
her em braced by men in sunglasses
and then enter a stretch limousine.
The money made from the
drug trafficking was deposited in a
Swiss Bank Account by the
Treasurer. The F.B.I said that the
small account kept at a Valparaiso
bank and the office at the law school
was used as a cover. The official
said that the reason that the S.B.A.
has run into money difficulties this
year was because the treasurer had
a difficult time keeping the money
separate . Apparently an entire
accounting firm in Merrilville was
used to prepare the book keeping for
the trafficking. The accounting firm is
also under indictment.

President Hurray vacations in Barbados
By Justin Kayse
Foreplay News Editor
In a special investigative report,
the Foreplay followed President Hip
Hurray to the Caribbean Island of
Barbados during Spring Break, were
it discovered that he had bought a
palatial house and estate.
The Valparainsnow University
President inadvertently aroused suspicions about the disbursement of
university funds after raising tuition
again at the law school.
In addition, it was discovered on
Friday, March 20 that the university
had closed down the ARC so that it
could rent it to a circus in order to
make-up the shortfall in the university's account.

Although the Foreplay was unable
to gain entry to the heavily guarded
island estate, shrieks of laughter
were heard emanating from the
ornate building throughout the two
week period.
Upon returning to Valparainsnow,
President Hurray was unavailable for
comment. In a related incident however, Valparainsnow Police found 2L
Brad Gordenberry in a pool of blood
in his apartment. Gordenberry
apparently committed suicide after
learning about next year's tuition
increase from Hurray's letter, which
was found next to the law saps body.
A University spokesperson stated
that several more students would be
admitted for next year's incoming
class to cover the lost revenue.
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